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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Truth About COVID-19

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

National and global crises are seen as opportunities by government technocrats,

billionaire oligarchs, Big Pharma, Big Data, Big Media and the military industrial

intelligence apparatus to increase their power and wealth

"

Incitement of fear has been a central strategy of totalitarian systems for millennia.

Demagogues weaponize fear to justify demands for blind obedience and to win public

acquiescence for the demolition of civil and economic rights

"

The technocrats’ plan, as laid out in various papers and reports, is to use bioterrorism

to take control of the world’s resources, wealth and people

"

That pandemic measures are not about protecting public health and saving lives can

be ascertained by the fact that no cost-beneJt calculations for any of the measures

have ever been presented. They are merely tools for control

"

The “scientiJc consensus” the medical technocracy wants you to believe in is that

vaccines are the only available answer to this pandemic. The reality is there are many

alternatives, and all of them are far safer than the experimental COVID-19 gene

therapies being given. Two of the most important are vitamin D optimization and

nebulized peroxide. I review many others in “The Truth About COVID-19”

"
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In the interview above, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. interviews me about my new book, “The

Truth About COVID-19 — Exposing the Great Reset, Lockdowns, Vaccine Passports

and the New Normal,” co-written with founder and director of the Organic Consumers

Association, Ronnie Cummins.

Kennedy wrote a piercingly insightful foreword  to it. The book is being released

today. If you preordered, thank you! If you didn’t, you can now pick it up without delay.

The Weaponization of Fear

In “The Truth About COVID-19,” we review the evidence suggesting a laboratory origin,

and how the technocratic elite have used this pandemic as a justiJcation for eroding

liberty, freedom and democracy from Day 1. As noted by Kennedy in his foreword:

“Government technocrats, billionaire oligarchs, Big Pharma, Big Data, Big

Media, the high-9nance robber barons and the military industrial intelligence

apparatus love pandemics for the same reasons they love wars and terrorist

attacks. Catastrophic crises create opportunities of convenience to increase

both power and wealth.

In her seminal book, ‘The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism,’

Naomi Klein chronicles how authoritarian demagogues, large corporations

and wealthy plutocrats use mass disruptions to shift wealth upwards,

obliterate the middle classes, abolish civil rights, privatize the commons and

expand authoritarian controls ...

The methodology is, in fact, formulaic, as Hitler’s Luftwaffe commander,

Hermann Göring, explained during the Nazi war crimes trials at Nuremberg:

‘It is always a simple matter to drag the people along whether it is a

democracy, a fascist dictatorship, or a parliament or a communist
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dictatorship.

Voice or no voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of the

leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell them they are being attacked,

and denounce the paci9sts for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to

greater danger. It works the same in any country.’”

Bioterrorism Is the New ‘War on Terror’

As stressed by Kennedy, the 9/11 attack was used to launch the “war on terror” and

implement the ironically named Patriot Act which, far from protecting the rights of

patriots actually eroded them and laid the groundwork for the modern surveillance

state. Now, the enemy is microbes, which are even more nebulous and untouchable

than the amorphous “terrorism” before it.

“ The suspension of due process, and notice, and
comment rulemaking meant that none of the
government prelates who ordained the quarantine
had to first publicly calculate whether destroying the
global economy, disrupting food and medical
supplies, and throwing a billion humans into dire
poverty and food insecurity would kill more people
than it would save. ~ Robert F. Kennedy Jr.”

Make no mistake, the plan, as laid out in various papers and reports — including the

Rockefeller Foundation’s 2010 report,  “Scenarios for the Future of Technology and

International Development,” in which they describe their “Lockstep” scenario, a
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coordinated global response to a lethal pandemic, and its 2020 white paper,

“National COVID-19 Testing Action Plan” — is to use bioterrorism to take control of

the world’s resources, wealth and people.

It’s to use the need for coordinated pandemic response as the justiJcation for

permanent surveillance and social controls that hobble personal liberty and freedom

of choice.

Pandemic measures indeed are not about protecting public health and saving lives.

This can be ascertained by the fact that no cost-beneJt calculations for any of the

measures have ever been presented — not even now, nearly a year and a half later, at

a time when states and nations are again considering another round of lockdowns

and home quarantines. As noted by Kennedy:

“The suspension of due process, and notice, and comment rulemaking meant

that none of the government prelates who ordained the quarantine had to

9rst publicly calculate whether destroying the global economy, disrupting

food and medical supplies, and throwing a billion humans into dire poverty

and food insecurity would kill more people than it would save.”

If public health were the primary goal, no measure would be reimplemented a second,

third or fourth time without Jrst making those calculations. After all, we have well

over a year’s worth of data on mask wearing, lockdowns and social distancing from all

around the world. The only reason for ignoring that crucial part of health policy

making is because they know the data do not support any of these strategies.

Censorship Is an Essential Feature of Totalitarianism

In addition to the weaponization of fear, totalitarian regimes need censorship. Not

only must objections be quashed, but to effectively subvert democracy, with the aim
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of eliminating it altogether, you must Jrst eliminate freedom of speech. As explained

by Kennedy in his foreword:

“In including free speech in the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution,

James Madison argued that all our other liberties depend on this right. Any

government that can hide its mischief has license to commit atrocities.

As soon as they get hold of the levers of authority, tyrants impose Orwellian

censorship and begin gaslighting dissenters … The free Zow of information

and self-expression are oxygen and sunlight for representative democracy,

which functions best with policies annealed in the boiling cauldron of public

debate. It is axiomatic that without free speech, democracy withers …

To consolidate and fortify their power, dictatorships aim to replace those vital

ingredients of self-rule — debate, self-expression, dissent and skepticism —

with rigid authoritarian orthodoxies that function as secular surrogates for

religion. These orthodoxies perform to abolish critical thinking and regiment

populations in blind, unquestioning obedience to undeserving authorities …

Censorship is violence, and this systematic muzzling of debate — which

proponents justify as a measure to curtail dangerous polarization — is

actually fueling the polarization and extremism that the autocrats use to

clamp down evermore draconian controls. We might recall, at this strange

time in our history, my father’s friend, Edward R. Murrow’s warning:

‘The right to dissent … is surely fundamental to the existence of a democratic

society. That’s the right that went 9rst in every nation that stumbled down the

trail to totalitarianism.’”

Fabricated Dogma Poses as ‘ScientiMc Consensus’
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For years, I have exposed corruption and the collusion between private industries and

the government agencies that are supposed to regulate them. Today, the danger

captured agencies pose to public health is clear for anyone to see.

Conveniently enough, the only “reputable sources” people are allowed to peruse are

the very agencies that have been captured and corrupted by industry. Meanwhile,

there are many thousands of independent medical experts and scientists who

vehemently disagree with the “scientiJc consensus” presented by these agencies,

and have the evidence to back up their objections.

All of them are now being censored to some degree or another. The end result is a

thoroughly underinformed and misled public, and not a single good thing can come

from that. As Kennedy says:

“Instead of citing scienti9c studies to justify mandates for masks, lockdowns

and vaccines, our medical rulers cite WHO, CDC, FDA and NIH …

So, it’s unsurprising that, instead of demanding blue-ribbon safety science

and encouraging honest, open and responsible debate on the science, the

badly compromised and newly empowered government health o_cials

charged with managing the COVID-19 pandemic response collaborated with

mainstream and social media to shut down discussion on key public health

and civil rights questions.

They silenced and excommunicated heretics like Dr. Mercola who refused to

genuZect to Pharma and treat unquestioning faith in zero liability, shoddily

tested experimental vaccines as religious duty.

Our current iatrarchy’s rubric of ‘scienti9c consensus’ is the contemporary

iteration of the Spanish Inquisition. It is a fabricated dogma constructed by
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this corrupt cast of physician technocrats and their media collaborators to

legitimize their claims to dangerous new powers.

The high priests of the modern Inquisition are Big Pharma’s network and

cable news gasbags who preach rigid obedience to o_cial diktats including

lockdowns, social distancing and the moral rectitude of donning masks

despite the absence of peer-reviewed science that convincingly shows that

masks prevent COVID-19 transmission. The need for this sort of proof is

gratuitous.

They counsel us to, instead, ‘trust the experts.’ Such advice is both anti-

democratic and anti-science. Science is dynamic. ‘Experts’ frequently differ

on scienti9c questions and their opinions can vary in accordance with the

demands of politics, power and 9nancial self-interest.

Nearly every lawsuit I have ever brought pitted highly credentialed experts

from opposite sides against each other, with all of them swearing under oath

to diametrically antithetical positions based on the same set of facts.

Science is disagreement; the notion of scienti9c consensus is oxymoronic.”

Protect Your Own Health

The “scientiJc consensus” the medical technocracy wants you to believe in is that

vaccines are the only available answer to this pandemic. So far, all preventive

strategies and safer drug therapies have been downplayed at best, and censored or

banned at worst.

The reality is that there are many alternatives, and all of them are far safer than the

experimental COVID-19 gene therapies being given. I review the ones I believe are the

most important in “The Truth About COVID-19.”
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Nebulized Hydrogen Peroxide

A heavily censored and ridiculed strategy that can be used either preventatively or

acutely is nebulized hydrogen peroxide. 

It’s extremely inexpensive, easy to use (0.1 percent, which is 30 times less

concentrated than regular drugstore 3 percent peroxide).

Your immune cells actually produce hydrogen peroxide. This is in part how they kills

cells that have been infected with a virus. It appears that nebulized hydrogen peroxide

merely enhances your immune cells to perform their natural function more

effectively. 

The key is to have your nebulizer already purchased and ready to go so that you can

use it at the sign of Jrst symptoms. You can also use it concomitant with vitamin C,

as they likely have a powerful synergy and use different complimentary mechanisms.

For more details, check out my interviews with Dr. David Brownstein and Dr. Thomas

Levy. Both have extensive experience with this treatment and have treated hundreds

of COVID-19 patients with it.

Brownstein published a peer-reviewed consecutive case series of 107 COVID-19

patients treated with nebulized peroxide and other remedies, including oral vitamins

A, C and D, iodine, intravenous hydrogen peroxide and iodine as well as intravenous

(IV) vitamin C, along with intramuscular ozone, in the July 2020 issue of Science,

Public Health Policy, and the Law.

Since then, he’s treated more than 100 additional patients with these strategies. All

have survived. Levy also details how to use nebulized peroxide in his free e-book,

“Rapid Virus Recovery.” It’s also available in Spanish.

4
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Hope, in the Face of Tyranny

At the end of my discussion with Kennedy, I express what I believe is the absolute

truth: We will ultimately stop their drive toward global tyranny. It’s not going to be

easy. It may take years, and it may get far worse before it gets better.

The founders of the U.S. actually ged repressive societies or were children or

grandchildren of those who did. They had to personally reckon with criminalized

speech, arbitrary arrests and state sanctioned torture and even murder. The men who

signed the Declaration of Independence knew that if they lost the war, they would be

executed for treason.

These men and women were radicals, Jghting for liberty and personal freedoms.

They had a vision of reality that was an absolute slap in the face of what the rest of

the world tolerated. They were willing to sacriJce their lives to turn that vision into a

reality. Most all of us have forgotten their sacriJces and have capitulated to the

carefully constructed narrative to create fear that allows most to give up their claim to

freedom.

The Founders NEVER expected us to become complacent and fall sleep or simply get

lazy. They trusted us to be ever vigilant, to keep the precious web of liberty and

personal freedom that they constructed from evaporating so that there would never

be an American tyrant. The creators of the U.S. Constitution understood that the price

of liberty was eternal vigilance.

Hopefully, enough people will see through the mainstream fog and see the truth of

where we’re headed and how we got here (if you don’t, read “The Truth About COVID-

19”), and once you understand who the actual enemy is, you become less fearful and

more ehcient. You can now help educate others, so that they understand what’s

going on, how they’re being deceived, and what they’re actually about to give up.
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Lastly, there are legal solutions that can help thwart the globalist takeover,

technological solutions that can strengthen citizen’s lobbying power, and censor-

proof technologies that will allow us to circumvent current Big Tech monopolies. We

have to work on all of these fronts, but together, I believe we can resecure freedom for

our children and future generations.

 

stanleybecker

CONGRATULATIONS Dr Mercola on the publication of your latest book  "The Truth About Covid 19" - I

sincerely hope it is read by the multitudes and gets to be another Mercola "best seller" - this book

DESERVES to be read as it deals with the GREATEST CRIME Mankind has ever committed on the

genocidal level - not millions of victims as with WW2 but instead billions of victims in the Final

Apocalypse of the Eugenic Population Destruction Movement -  - the underlining of the complete lack

of RISK ASSESSMENT  when these amateurs like Snake Gates Junior are allowed to RULE the World by

the Zombie BRAIN DEAD  and ingict Mass Damage to its populations so that Snake and his CRONIES

can conJscate OUR WEALTH -

this is OUTRAGEOUS - and this latest book by Dr Mercola makes this clear - these "rich types" must be

opposed and overthrown or society itself will become a "prison camp" and everyone who breathes can

expect to be visited by the Grim Reaper to satisfy the blood lust of the Snake who has externalized his

fangs so that a syringe now delivers the fatal venomous strike aka as the "vaccination" -

censorship cannot hope to suppress human curiosity and critical analysis that God has provided

human beings with - control of information can only work for the BRAIN DEAD  if they are not injured by

the "vaccination" - but the adverse effects are piling up - even the most STUPID among us cannot

ignore "DEATH BY VACCINATION" - and the post vaccination deaths are REAL and not manufactured

like the Covid Jctionalized "deaths" have been {with incentives paid out as bounties for Covid Death

CertiJcates} - READ THE BOOK - and become educated

Posted On 04/29/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/25/richard-mack-sheriff-civil-liberties.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/04/25/naomi-wolf-the-end-of-america.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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333mary

Stanley, have you seen this? Not a prophesy but a warning. And here we are , the 3 elements all in

place. www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

stanleybecker

Mary - watched Bishop Sheen give his sermon  - I agree that the USA has revolutionary origins - his

comparison of Jefferson and St. Just illustrates the difference in end goals that revolutions exhibit

- the revolution itself is not contradicted - the aspirations of the revolutionary theorists regect

human consciousness or deteriorates in to primitive blood lust - but Sheen endorses revolution -

this is the key point

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

juststeve

Bad Bird Billy, a big digital viper in a viper's nest of digital vipers who have channeled, herded mass

numbers of the general population into their clutches while astronomically exploded not only their

personal fortunes, but power and control.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Brilliant post Stan.  I am drinking a toast to Dr Mercola,-   and at the same time praying that the vile

and iniquitous plans of Gates, Schwab,  Big Tech & Big Pharma will soon become toast.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/333mary/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOKlHUqOsIM
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi there steve - yes, the Gates of Hell have opened up and the Masses are being corralled into the

fenced in abattoir/ slaughterhouse - this makes Rancher Snake much richer and us much poorer -

while humanity gattens the curve of extinction - Rancher Snake dreams of living forever - however,

all nightmares come to an end when the sleeper wakes up - the solution is clear - stop dreaming

and look at the reality.

hi Newlands - a "toast" and as "prayer" - that should be a start.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Maranatha Today

Altiyan Childs - says he now a Christian.  en.wikipedia.org/.../Altiyan_Childs

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

lovestosing6

^ ^ Yes!!! Yes!!!  This!!! Thank you and a huge congratulations Dr. Mercola!!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

BigXetch

This is why what is going on can happen. The vast majority cannot see the evidence re in front of

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Maranatha-Today/default.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altiyan_Childs
https://articles.mercola.com/members/lovestosing6/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Bigfletch/default.aspx
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their own eyes. Even the Mercola fans.  One of DR Ms "go to" whistleblowers is Catherine Fittz who

spells out the whole agenda INCLUDING the understanding that those in control, control space

weapons. 9 11....Starting to make sense?

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Raythe4th

Funny you should mention this guy: “Altiyan Childs - says he now a Christian.

 en.wikipedia.org/.../Altiyan_Childs“ I just watched a rather long video from him on bitchute...here’s

the link: www.bitchute.com/.../qGVcD95NJoOh

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Who didn't see this coming 50 yrs ago? The food, the water, the environment, the corporate

consolidation, the shrinking dollar, the conJscation of lands, the epidemic of chronic disease, the cost

of ineffective healthcare, the rise of the bureaucracy? No, we chased our vanity and boasted of

freedom, power and compassion. We stopped thinking critically as we ego-tripped the decades. We

took sides in political parties. We gave credence to authority, universities and the one-trick media. We

been had.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Ceyarreckz

the fact of the propensity was even noticed >100 years ago makes current events highly

anticlimactic, boring even. (For more information/insight, read the various books by Andrew

Jukes[freely available on archive dot org] to note what was seen even in the late 1800's and how

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Raythe4th/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/qGVcD95NJoOh/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Ceyarreckz/default.aspx
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they are exactly the same today, just worse.)

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rrealrose

Apparently most people did not see this coming. Even though could see massive environmental

degradation, doctors who fail on chronic illness, food quality seriously depleted. Due to enormous

scale, could not get head wrapped around it until last September, that its not just one or the other,

all are connected and on purpose. Or that fake pandemics had been called in the past, or rushed

vaccines that failed had been rolled out anyway; repeating history is truly the scary part.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

bloodguy

Wish his two were HCQ and Ivermectin instead....

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Rrrreal, Did they call you slow?

Bloodguy, H2O2 and Vit C are cheap and far reaching, can always go for Ivermec at farm supply or

HCQ w Rx....

Posted On 04/29/2021
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rrealrose

Really? Looking at Big AG mistakes and mis-steps, You had a big head start!! And the ruse

continues. Amazing clip here, as if these vaccines actually stop infection or transmission:

www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-fauci-joe-rogan-covid-19-vaccine_n_608a..

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Darzoum

I have been continually astonished during this “pandemic” to realize the amazing power of words and

narrative, and the role they play in creating various realities.  This is not meant Jguratively, but quite

literally.  In talking with those feeding their minds on a steady diet of mainstream narrative, I am left

with no other conclusion than that they are living in a different reality from me, one I barely recognize.  

That doesn’t happen by accident.  Principles at the core of perception are being exploited.  I’ve taught

many people basic art skills, including how to draw and paint what they see.  Typically, students will

draw what they think is there… an idea… a “narrative.”  The reality right in front of their eyes is in congict

with some learned preconception about that reality, and it’s the latter that determines what they see.

Imagine, then, the power of those deliberately crafting narratives.  It’s the power sustaining the

dominant covid story.  What installed ideas have people living in a reality where anxiously lining up to

be part of a risky medical experiment is reasonable?  It’s the same reality that has them suddenly

social distancing, masking their faces and forcing their playing children to do the same, hating the guy

they’re told to hate and listening to the “expert” they’re told to believe.  It all “makes sense” from the

constant “programming” they are passively downloading.  This is the power of narrative; control it, as

the media-government complex aspires to do, and you hold the key to hypnotic powers that no bomb

can match.  

But like any such artiJce, hypnosis requires special conditions.  The hypnotist needs to monopolize the

attention of the subject.  Contrariwise, democratic practices only work in the clear daylight of open

debate.  The censorship, of Dr. Mercola, RFK jr. or anyone else, is the evidence that it is the hypnotic

and not the democratic arts that are being practiced.  Calling it the latter is merely part of the hypnosis.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-fauci-joe-rogan-covid-19-vaccine_n_608a8a67e4b04620270439a0
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

BrianFraser

The way  this "pandemic" has been handled illustrates very well the proverb: "Death and life are in

the power of the tongue" (Proverbs 18:21)

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

A very wise and eloquent post Darzoum.  This creepy all-consuming scenario has been planned for

years and the dehumanising ghouls behind it have used all kinds of mind-warping techniques to

mislead and abuse the public.  FEAR is the bullet,  and the media is the gun - to enable them to

shoot their lies into millions of human hearts and minds across the globe.  Thankfully people like

Dr Mercola and Robert F Kennedy Jr are not having any of it, and the more people who realise what

is going on the better the push-back will be.  However,  Israel appears to be the "test site" for this

Godless tyranny, and warning messages are already being sent our by frightened people there....

One message begins: "Hello, my name is Gal,  I am an Israeli citizen, and I want to convey this

urgent message to the world: Contrary to what you are told, Israel has not "returned to normal" in

any way...the Israeli Ministry of Health JUST RECOMMENDED TODAY TO EXTEND THE

DECLARATION OF A “STATE OF EMERGENCY”

 threadreaderapp.com/.../1387377770137858057.html

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

juststeve

Yes! A reason why many artist are viewed as mad, or insane. Those who are hypnotized by the

shadow puppets on the cave wall edit out & disregard what they are actually experiencing. It is so

https://articles.mercola.com/members/BrianFraser/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1387377770137858057.html
https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
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joyous to see someone open their eyes & start drawing,, painting or writing & speaking for that

matter after turning away from the shadow puppets to see what is behind the blindiing confusion

used by puppet master's to express their own witness to a larger reality. Those who don't have

usually been herded into black & white, digital on or off, dualistic thinking, existence. The general

population is also fed interfering toxins making it hard to Jll our full potentials.

People have visited my garden & express my god how beautiful, where are your weeds, but then

say what are you doing, you can't do it this way. ???? It's in front of you. It's being done this way.

How do I get rid of the weeds? Find one in the few there & pull it. Nope, their mind can   not accept

it. It's the same all over the board, so many numbed, not stupid, numbed by so many toxins,

constant never ending messaging designed to keep your attention distracted from what you really

need to see or engage in. Programed. There is a reason TV shows are called programming.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Lakhana13

"Fear is a motivator; Fear of Death is the Greatest Manipulator".  In the ancient Vedic and Buddhist

texts, "fear of other" is the greatest divider. The perception of "other" as distinct and separate from

ourselves, is how all tyrants down through history have kept their power/control over the masses.

In most recent times we had Hitler (Goebbels), Mussolini, Lenin, Stalin and the Bolsheviks and Mao

 - they knew exactly how to Divide & Conquer. The eugenicists Carnegie, Ford, Du Pont, Rockefeller,

Sange and all the others of the early 20th Century supported Hitler. Gates Sr was among them. The

wealthiest families at the turn of the century believed in their right to rule. They taught their

children who taught their children on down the line who today, are the "leaders" in business,

politics, medicine, arts etc... Those family lines bought as much as they could to control their

narratives of "blue blood" - the right to rule.

Goebbels knew the power of propaganda -  media is the tool of propaganda. Words are literally

biochemical in how the brain reacts when the ears hear them. The use of chants, prayer and other

forms of auditory meditation stimulate regions of the brain causing chemical reactions throughout

the body. Use the right words and you get the reaction. Use words that connotate fear, physical,

psychological and spiritual threats and the body throws cortisol through the roof. Now you're in a
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constant state of stress leading to adrenal fatigue which, in turn, drives more cortisol. Heart

attacks are not from "blocked arteries" so much as from the sympathetic nervous system in

overdrive without the parasympathetic unable to counter. Keep the masses constantly on edge

with fear of death by repetition of "today's new deaths, reminding them of daily cases, surges in the

cases, unprecedented new variants" etc...The masses are hypnotized by the barrage of WORDS

WHICH ARE MEANT to keep them in fear.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Randyfast

Very well laid out, David. We are deJnitely living in a different reality from those on the other side of

this equation. The most amazing aspect that I've seen; is that we have been told by the lamestream

media that people have died from these injections (when have they ever admitted this at any other

time?); yet, they tell us that these "incidents" are "very rare" and there is "very low risk" - and the

zombie masses STILL line up for their shots! You may as well tell people to go jump off a cliff...It

"could" kill them, but it's worth the risk! Nothing has made sense, from the beginning of this

insanity and still, it makes no sense. Then again; we're not supposed to make sense of it. We're

only supposed to follow orders!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

nsshue

Perfectly stated!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

jca652041
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Newlandswanderer, we’re locked down once again today in Oregon. Restaurants, theaters, gyms,

etc all closed. I’ll be curious how many brave small businesses will stay open this time. Those are

the ones I now support. As I go maskless, I wonder if I’ll be brutalized again by the zombie masses.

It’d lessened somewhat in the last months. A number of us have said recently how we’re glad we’re

no longer young as life pretty much sucks anymore. I personally have no family and very few

friends who talk to me any longer as I’m a non-believer, go maskless and refuse the vaccine. Life

without human contact and interaction isn’t a life. I’ll keep Jghting, but the price I’ve personally

paid has been horrendous.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rrealrose

Absolutely separate, those that remained indoors, glued to tv evening news on tv have been spoon

fed a pile of xxxx for the past 14 months or so. Each time I watch, info projected is so corrupted,

truly is alarming. Appears big Pharma and big Banks have colluded to take over and subsequently

destroy trust in this information medium (although that may not have been their goal, useful if you

want to control masses). The kids get info elsewhere, don't watch this crap.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

MiketheAngel

Darzoum... well said. We all live in our own bubble. Don't allow the media to make one for you.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

starrstoddardgmail.com

This is such a powerful comment. Truth does NOT wear a mask and Health does NOT come in a
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vial.  We are being poisoned and have been poisoned all our lives by Mommy Medicine and Daddy

Government via pills, potions, and poisons all cloaked as pharmaceuticals to treat the ailments,

when it’s the treatments and the “cures’ that are causing the sicknesses, diseases, and chronic

illnesses, which keep us lifelong consumers of a very insidious medical business. Viruses occur as

a result of systemic toxicity (tainted/laced food, air, water and foreign materials like metals and

chemicals being injected into us), not because the body has been invaded by some external threat.

That is the medical fraud we’ve been spoon fed by the system, in which the medical profession

relies upon to justify the use of vaccinations. When the body becomes too toxic, cells will conspire

to cleanse themselves by manufacturing speciJc non-living solvents know as viruses, which break

down and disassemble those substances into particles to be expelled out through the skin, mucus,

and bowels.  

In reality, the virus is attempting to heal the systemic toxicity of the body and reverse it. Metals

accumulate from the body from many various sources, one of which is vaccine adjuvants. More

lies have the masses believing that adjuvants may be added to a vaccine to boost the immune

response to produce more antibodies and longer-lasting immunity, thus minimizing the dose of

antigen needed, when it’s really nothing but more poison being injected into the blood stream to

make us sick. Making us sick and providing the treatment is PROFITABLE.  Far too many are still

swooned by false promises from people with initials like “Dr.” and “CEO” in front of their names.

Vaccines are war chemicals" disguised as "medicine." ALL vaccines are experimental; even those

"FDA approved" ones.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Darzoum

BrianFraser, indeed true, on many levels.

NewlandsWanderer, so much power resides in dominating people’s attention.  But then that reveals

the power of attention… we each must control and direct our own attentions—that is true Self

Government.

juststeve, they can be looking right at the beautiful garden as the living evidence, and still not
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believe it is possible without Roundup or some other death agent.  And then, taking our lead from

Emerson—“what is a weed?  A plant whose virtues have not been discovered”—we have to consider

that even the word “weed” is a concept we project to color our seeing.  Along with fruit trees, I have

mustard, dandelion, lambsquarter, purslane, mallow, chickweed, stinging nettle, various sages…

never planted one of them; all “weeds” providing nourishment and medicine in salads and teas.

Lakhana13, the names change; the principle remains the same.  I remember the schoolyard chant:

“sticks ‘n stones may break my bones, but names will never hurt me.”  Well, it depends.  Words are

powerful spirits; they can be used for good or ill; they can enslave or inspire.  Words cast “spells”;

“gramarye”/“gramary” (grammar) refers to this magical potential.   A wise man once conveyed to

me that the larynx is “man’s primary creative organ”… he was observing a decades-long vow of

silence.  Thank you for the historical context.

Randy, even a little effort at self regection should help the hypnotized see the cognitive

dissonances… without that effort—or the outside assistance from a sighted friend—what chance is

there of breaking the spell?  

nsshue, I’m not so sure, but thanks all the same.

Rose, “absolutely separate”… I know… it’s astonishing how that works! MiketheAngel, yes, they’re in

the bubble-blowing business; very apt… their bubbles are evanescent illusions… even if you get

caught up in one, breaking out should be easier than it seems; break the bubble, break the spell.  

Starrstoddard, exosomes?

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Rrealrose, maybe the brains behind this have colluded, but the people on the evening news seem

clueless. They still imagine everyone but a few hicks worships them, hanging on their every word.

They imagine everyone in America looks to them as leading intellectuals and protectors of the Jne

arts and culture. Lol The only "culture" they have now, is the cancel kind. Erasing truth and beauty.

AKA the true culture of any society.
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

lovestosing6

In reading Jon Rappaport’s “Not Fake News” site - I think you nailed it!  Crafting narratives ... He

talks so much about the narrative we are living in and how to get rid of the giant monolith that is

blocking so many people caught in the matrix!  Wild!  haha ...  Get them to believe  and you win!  I

don’t know why my ears feel like smoke will come out of them when I’m listening to news or

inaccurate information - but I thank God for it!  I wish I had known long ago to trust that - whatever

that is!!!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rogerdavidcook

I’ve been on Quora for over a year now. I’m afraid I’ve bad news. I’ve presented all of the ideas about

big Pharma and big Tech. All I get in thanks is vicious condemnation. “I’m putting peoples lives in

danger” “Trust the scientists”. They never even read the articles, videos I present. They ONLY read the

articles presented by the mainstream and believe these implicitly. I’m afraid it doesn’t matter how

fantastic Dr Mercola’s book is, they just won’t read it. Furthermore they will condemn it WITHOUT

READING IT. These are NOT trolls. Just sheep. It’s depressing, but it’s these dumb morons who will

willingly help big Pharma and big Tech to lead us all into the abyss.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

redplanet1

I have a twitter account for something neutral of interest. I do no politics or show my true colors on
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the covid issue, which are in complete alignment with everything here. I do however on occasion

use it as a moment to present something on Covid but I do it in a round about way.  I'll preface a

study with something like this:  "Wow, just saw this. Very interesting thoughts from Stanford prof

John Ioannidis."  Then present the study or data point that I want to bring to people's attention. It

isn't making myself a target and it may be a small pebble in a big pond but it's out there. The

polarization that exists is stomach churning, the name calling from everyone is stopping anyone

from listening. I don't have a global answer but like the kid throwing starJsh stranded on the beach

back into the ocean, upon being told he couldn't save them all, he responded, "No, but I can save

this one."  If I can get one person or 5 or however many to read and think and change, it is worth it.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

skupe59

All they listen to is Ralph (I mean Rachel) Maddock and believe everything that Ralph (I mean

Rachel) Levine and the blue state governors and Fauxi say.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Catz21

I like you, wrote an article on Quora when someone was questioning whether or not to have the

vaccine. I. thought better of it and deleted it. I realized that they didn’t really want to know the truth.

They just wanted people to make the decision for them.The red gags were apparent for me from

the start. I was accused of being ridiculous and stupid. I’ve spent the last year saying this was a

hoax. Friends didn’t believe me. My family won’t speak to me. They think I’m a Conspiracy Theorist.

The truth is, they don’t want to know the truth. Their fear is too strong for them to question the

insanity of it all. They believe that no one could be that evil.

I’ve lived Jrst hand with evil. Me ex husband has Narcissistic Personality Disorder. They are

experts at manipulation, blame and shame, pathological liars, gaslighting. Fauci and Gates are
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truly evil. There is nothing altruistic about their intentions. It is diabolical. Bill Gates has said he’d

like to reduce the population to 500M people. How do you get rid of 7billion? He’s said the way to

stop population growth is with a vaccine. And here we are. The red gags were waving Jercely for

me. My Jrst thought was follow the money. It is the largest transfer of wealth in history.  I believed

this was manufactured from the start.

This has been planned for years. I believe the vaccine was not made for COVID, but COVID was

made for the vaccine. How can the vaccine be 95% effective? It doesn’t keep you from getting

COVID. So what’s it’s purpose? When you are censored for questioning the powers that be, that tells

me to look deeper. I just watched the Matrix. Do you take the red pill or the blue one? I’m sure those

colors were not by accident. The red pill leads to the truth. The blue pill you just go back to sleep.

Our society has been indoctrinated to believe what they are told without question. They have no

capacity for critical thinking. It will cause their doom. Sheep following each other to the slaughter.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

rogerdavidcook - I know how you feel.  I'm on Twitter, and the mind-control storm-troopers are now

getting to work dismantling truth for their Fuhrer.  In fact Twitter is becoming more like ---

 twitter.com/.../1

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Kevin131

Yup, there are cyber warfare trolls targeting people like us, everywhere, telegram as well, just the

other day, trolls were dog piling me for pointing out the 5G, and it was a tirade of disinfo and

insults, this was on the white rose channel too, the anti-covid propaganda sticker peeps, the

moderator decided to love up the cyber warfare trolls, so that was the last straw, bye. Now, is not

the time to try and save the foresaken, save yourself, and anyone smart enough to know what's up,
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that's your micro bubble team, focus on that. The sheep are a bloody lost cause, they'll waste your

time, they'll leave you feeling indignant and apathetic towards them, and that's the same way

they're conditioned against anyone baring gifts of truth, take you gifts and bare them to the

choosen, the people who chose not to get tested, vaxxed, or comply with mask-a-cide satanic

rituals. And FFS, arm yourself and be ready for psychopaths pretending to represent law and

justice, for they will come to destroy justice and break the law, under the direction of their masonic

masters... Good luck to you, God bless.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

sio6474

True!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

gaylezpc

I abandoned Quora and Reddit a few years ago. I could see the mind bending going on. When a

majority of commenters are twisting reality in such a shocking way, it causes a lot of dissonance.

People will actually stop believing what their senses are telling them. It is intentional. It is paid for.

It is a tool used by military, corporations, government, etc. It can be generated by AI. Facebook and

Twitter are the same now too. I would venture a guess that 20-50% of comments are manipulation.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

steelj

I agree rogerdavidcook.  The problem is the mass of people.  They prefer to be led by psychopaths,

that's why they usually are.  The leaders only have the power they're allowed to have.
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Catz21 - exactly!  Well said.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

I believe some may escape the technocrats. But many will embrace their own enslavement.

Freedom is risky and too much work. They prefer Big Brother--or Big Nanny--to save them from

ever catching colds by forcing them to hide from draughts. And a Universal Basic Income beats a

real job, right? They can get all their "social" needs met from posting selJes about how great they

are for likes and shares. Maybe we can prevent our own enslavement. But it's hopeless to save

someone who wants to be abused.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

luccim

That's why I've stopped using Quora. For medical issues its like they've all been brain washed with

pro Pharma scrip calling anyone who supports natural therapies anti-science.  Or perhaps whoever

started Quora are from Big Medicine? Doesn't matter, those who want the truth will keep on looking

and those who are too lazy will suffer the consequences.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Siriusbe1

Yes, over 400 years ago the Jrst Lord Rothschild was reported to have declared:" Give me the means of

controlling the money on this planet and i will control the whole planet." A clever cunning mind but

however not an intelligent one. Why? Because the universal intelligence has the greatest power in this
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universe. The universe and all it contains, and not just on the physical level,IS intelligence itself, and

every newborn child is shining with that original intelligence which is then perverted by the downloaded

conditionings, belief systems and programming of each culture on this planet. Underpinning this

conditioning process are the religions, the military and the vested interests which are gonenessreedy

for more power ,money and prestige.

  However fundamentally what is happening now is that the intelligence of the planet itself is creating a

great wave of light sweeping across and enveloping this planet because ,in its natural spiritual

intelligence, it sees that the  parasites on its surface need to be eradicated and swept away.In reaction

to this happening, the controlling power obsessed minds are reacting and are insanely making a last

grab for absolute power and control through all the detailed scientiJcally and rationally outlined ways

Joe Mercola has noted above.Existence does not run on control but on let-go and attunement to nature

and to the highest spiritual truths: awareness and the witnessing consciousness,.

 So what does each unique individual on this planet need to allow to happen? Fall in tune with the

highest truths. The way?  Avoid blindly following the sheep-like collective mind and be strong enough

in your inner knowing and intelligence to stand up for the truth and expose the lies. The way is

meditation ,which is conscious awareness in action at this time and NOT retreating to some Himalayan

cave .That's merely escapism.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

juststeve

Thank you, you express this better than my own clumsy way of trying to share these truths.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

sio6474

Gee, this is one of my favorite posts I have read here. My concern though is cycles of mass

blindness repeat, 'only a few go through the narrow gate.'  I think life on earth is run on control not
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let-go courage, hence the cycles of separation suffering.   It does not seem likely that the way out

you describe will be taken by most.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Good post Siriusbe1  The more people who can carry the light of truth in their consciousness the

better.  We have to be strong for the future of the human race.  It is that important.  As far as fear

goes - Ralph Waldo Emerson gave sage advice:  "O friend, never strike sail to a fear!   Come into

port greatly,  Or sail with God the seas."

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

pie2634

If somebody would have told me a year ago, that 200 million Americans, 33 million British, and 9

million Israelis would willingly volunteer to take blindly an UNSAFE, UNTESTED, EXPERIMENTAL,

DANGEROUS and DEADLY pseudo vaccine and accepted to have their DNA transformed into a weird

vaccine factory to get pseudo protection from a barely deadly virus, I would have said that you were

indeed a conspiracy nut..... But here we are and that is what is happening. I always underestimate the

criminal stupidity of people. I am stupid because I forget how a LOT of people are indeed total idiots.

They are lazy and do not want to get educated. So they leave their health in the hands of what I

consider mass murdering wolves (politicians, journalists, banksters, big pharma and MDs). I never

learn.

PS: Insurance Companies across the world have refused to issue any health insurance policy covering

damages or deaths caused by the COVID 19 terrorist vaccines. It say it all. But not to worry our satanic

evil politicians (Trump included not just Biden, and also these european criminals by the way) have

legally protected the vaccines mass murdering pharma gangsters of any civil or criminal lawsuits.  The

fascinating thing  again is that up to date not one MD or nurse have been whacked. LICENSE TO KILL
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indeed.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

clanharwood

I have only recently heard the emerging stories about Insurance companies (house, car, life,

business) proclaiming they won't cover those who have gotten the "jab".  This may only be in the

USA -- but WOW -- IS THIS HOW WE WIN AGAINST THIS CRAP--- through the INSURANCE

COMPANIES?   Is this what TURNS THE TIDE for people to see and change their mind about getting

the jab for example-- "OMG if I'm not covered by insurance what will I do? Can I drive anymore?

 Can I live in my home?" etc... If anyone has links to any of this emerging lens, please share !!!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Lakhana13

10 months ago, I put out adds in different locations across the country, for whistleblowers working

on "the front-line" in hospitals and clinics, to contact me with their stories. I received 1 email. It was

from a father of a nurse at a hospital in MI who worked in the designated COVID ward. He

explained how hospitals were being reimbursed triple times the amount when COVID was listed as

the diagnoses or on the death certiJcate. They were not being paid by insurance companies but by

Medicare. OUR TAX $$. They were doing this to by pass insurance companies. The insurance

companies never paid a penny and our government was saving billions for them by paying out the

$$ instead out of it's Medicare coffers. How's that for "Jscal responsibility"?

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

LoriSh
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Well Said!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

MiketheAngel

Re: Insurance.  Not entirely true what you said.

www.insurancebusinessmag.com/nz/news/breaking-news/insurer-debunks-rum..

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

jenniferny

MikeTheAngel

RE: INSURANCE

The COVID jab is an experimental treatment.

READ YOUR POLICIES FOLKS!!!

Why would anyone believe ANY insurance company propaganda and/or  SPIN about ANYTHING??!!

If there is an experimental treatment or procedure clause in your policy that blocks payment of

beneJts, your life insurance beneJt will not be paid!!!

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

tallulah3

A friend of mine told me that she got the jab and I asked her if she has lost her mind. She got mad at
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me and said that her whole family got it and to respect her decision. She lives in New York and I think

she is completely brainwashed. I told her that it will probably make her sick. I don’t understand all the

ignorance of people. They’re like sheep being led to the slaughter. No one in my family has gotten it.

We want no part in it.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

sio6474

I am being forced to learn the lesson of respecting someone else's decision no matter how foolish I

think it is.  I have gone through life guns blazing with my opinions, which I am entitled to, however, I

have been inconsiderate in ignoring how my forcefulness can affect others.  What a learning

experience this is for me.  Some family members have not even mentioned they took the 'shot' for

fear of my reaction.  I don't want this type of relating, and I can see my part in it now.  They choose

what to believe and that is okay.  My family are well aware of the dangers of smoking and they do it

anyway.  I have to respect their decision on how they wish to live their lives.  However, if it was

mandated that I must smoke, well that is a whole other story.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

therealjones

Everyone in my extended family has gotten a shot except for me and my immediate family. I am

pressured to get it every time I talk to them. None of them got sick and they think I am crazy not to

get it. Its frustrating.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

brodiebrock12
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its hard watching people we care about make what we believe is the wrong decision, but it is their

choice and we have to accept it. Just as they should accept our right to not make our own

decision. This is the "heart" of this all really. I have no problem with someone calling me whatever

they want as long as it's my decision in the end.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

brodiebrock12

lol...meant top say respect our RIGHT to make our own decision. Not enough coffee this morning :)

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

lovestosing6

And I had to listen to my cousin say she got the jab today and people complain about the arm pain -

they must be sissies because she knows pain and this is nothing.  First shot.  Today.   With her

health conditions and mental health condition, I guess a whole bunch of people (judging by those

who have gotten it and are experiencing extreme ingammation already and horrible insomnia and

lethargy) - are going to be saying, “I guess that wasn’t such a good idea!” ... well, you offered

yourself up as a guinea pig, why would you think it was a good idea?  Jeesh!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

farmercist

I bet if people didn't watch the "news" almost everyone would never realize we are in a "global

pandemic".
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Randyfast

I can guarantee it!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

WilliamIII

EXACTLY!!!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Luvvvy

Really terriJc interview. A brilliant exchange of high energies.  I am so impressed with, and proud of Dr.

Mercola!  Go Team Go!!  God Bless!!!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Mehlinda

Dr. Mercola please talk more about Vaccine shedding, these doctors have. The RNA is a synthetic

protein spike that is being released from vaccinated peoples bodies and spreading, or shedding,

explanation on this video by all theses doctors watch the best explanation, the Jrst one with Dr. Larry

Povelsky. www.truthunmasked.org/p/stay-away.html?fbclid=IwAR2t4TE2YwdD3s9LAPvaYe..
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

stanleybecker

Mehlinda - great set of videos especially for women but men are invovlved too

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Not pregnant, but I hang around with "vaccinated" people. I feel okay.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Poucine

Thanks Dr Mercola and Robert Kennedy Junior for this video. The book is ordered!  Please Dr Mercola

help Robert Kennedy Jr for his voice ailment, I feel so sorry every time I listen to him speaking with so

much dihculty. For such a great man and great lawyer to be silenced by his speech impairment is

painful to hear. Although he must have searched for many solutions himself, there must be something

to be done. If it is in anyways connected to his past vaccines it may be possible to repair the damage.

 Thanks and happy to read you everyday.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

sio6474

Thank you for writing this.  I think likewise!
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

EastTexasGal

My parents got the Moderna without telling me...actually HIDING it from me, even through the serious

adverse event my mom suffered.  I am living with them and unvaccinated, and what I am concerned

about is, as the fall approaches, they will be at risk for ADE.  If one of them begins to get sick, will the

nebulized hydrogen peroxide prevent her from going into a cytokine storm?  I am very worried about

this, and I am also worried that my mind-controlled, vaxxed family would blame it on ME if they got

sick, as they refuse to do any research and don’t want to hear about ADE.  Hope someone here has

ideas.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

mihail

ETG:  I understand vaccinated people are now uncharted waters. We are holding our breath to see

what happens. From your arrival date I see you've been around for a while, so why don't you put

them on a strict real food diet, not too much, with some good old fasting time daily, get them out in

the sun at midday for half an hour give or take, in bathing suits in the back yard (that maybe

dihcult but try), get them off their chairs and the TV, give them two teaspoons of ascorbic acid

with one soda once or twice a day, have the nebulizer ready and I think all will be well. If they're

cooperative that is. If they are not, and especially the blame part would make me pack .

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

My brother works with Big pHarma and urged our parents to get the death jab. After yelling at them

to isolate for over a year! He doesn't know what he's doing. J thinks men and women who smile
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nicely can't be evil. At least not on this level. Mom already has a nebulizer. And hydrogen peroxide.

I've got access to hydroxichloriquin. Combined with zinc it may help. Prednizone or Benadryl for

breathing. And lots of vitamin C to prevent organ shut down. They already take vitamin D3 and

zinc.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Lakhana13

It would be advisable to take the Jarrow brand apolactoferrin as it was shown to be preventative

and therapeutic. You are exposed now to what else is in the shots your folks took. Also quercetin,

vitamin C, zinc and the big one Vit D as preventatives for your sake. Wormwood also known as

artemisia absinthium is known to be beneJcial. Licorice root, unless one has hypertension, is

another herb. Green tea extract as well. Dr Tenpenny said it is not about cytokine storm but

curcumin, standardized at 95% curcuminoids is for cytokine storm. B

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

steelj

EastTexasGal - My idea is, let them be.  they have the right to do what they think is right, same as

you do.  If someone gets sick and you are blamed, how can you do anything about that?  You can't.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

jenniferny

EastTexasGal

"I am also worried that my mind-controlled, vaxxed family would blame it on ME if they got sick"
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Even though it is not true that is what they have been conditioned by Big Pharma and our

government to believe.

If the vaccine actually did work, then a vaccinated person would not have to be worried about being

infected by an unvaccinated person. Sadly the vaccine, that is by medical and legal deJnitions, is

not a vaccine at all does not prevent infection or transmission. Big a Pharma hopes that it will

lessen the severity of COVID, although thus has never been proven!!

IMHO, the vaccinated are the real danger to any unvaccinated person and to any woman of child

bearing years because of shedding and ADE!!

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

19j2362

Vitamin D from the sun is not available to those who have been tricked into the use of STATINS and

have thus got reduced Healthy Cholesterol levels. This shows that the plandemic was orchestrated

much earlier than many think. In spite of the plethora of evidence AGAINST the cholesterol hypothesis,

this scam is still being pushed by the medical industrial complex

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

smi7896

Yep 19j, couldn't agree more.  Doctor had me on statins for years till I wised up (with Mercola's

guidance) and forgot about my chol. numbers and, instead, focused on good omega fat ratios, D3,

no sugar and tons of other free advice for true health.  Feel great!!  oh and limiting calcium too.

Check out deathbycalcium.youtube.com.

Posted On 04/29/2021
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jenniferny

Your brain is basically made up of cholesterol.

Taking statins blocks one of the main things that your brain needs to remain healthy.

If you follow the graph of Statin use and the graph of Alzheimer's cases

They are virtually two parallel lines!!!?

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

connierod

As a person with a doctorate in psychology and a 35 year career in a private practice I have been

thinking about people who need to stay in their convictions because it’s too dihcult to experience

‘cognitive dissonance’. The experience of going through it is excruciating while examining all that what

you believed was true, now is not - down to how it shaped who you are. I personally got ‘red pilled’ last

March. Prior to that I never questioned mainstream media or even wondered if I was being

programmed. After ‘waking up’ I went through 4 months of a dark time: I dived deep into the proverbial

rabbit hole and learned about the cabal, et. al. And now, with eyes opened, I feel grateful that I went

through that. When I tell people of all the research I have done and offer even one or two articles, links

or sites - lightweight really- they refuse. “No thank you”. They are not curious in any way to explore

alternative narratives, which contain scientiJc information.   So, my conclusion is that to do so would

threaten their very existence and at some level they fear the pain of that. Perhaps having their heads

buried in the ground, like the Ostrich, is far easier than knowing what is behind the ultimate evil plans

to decimate the human population.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
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I'm pretty angry at their cowardice--which is selJshness masquerading as consideration and good

hygiene. It would overwhelm them if they could be convinced, but might save their lives. Odd how

the people most apt to survive these cruel games will make the worst serfs. Maybe they plan on

gassing us in those internment camps?

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ryantisha

Connie, I agree.  People sense it is evil.  They close their eyes because they dont want to stare evil

in the face.  Hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil.  Defense mechanism.  At age 4,  I angryily

stated "there's no santa clause".  When I was 12 , my aunt, who had a high position for a records

security company told me "these men dont run the country, a small group men run the world,  we

dont know who they are".  Three years later Pres Kennedy was asassinated.  What a dog and pony

show that was, live on tv.  Im glad I "knew" very early in life. At 72   I have found where there's

smoke there's Jre.  The world is on Jre.  According to scripture, soon God's will clean up this

beautiful earth.      www.jw.org

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ryantisha

Would like to add, I wasnt angry there was no santa claus, I was angry that everbody is lying all the

time, and to the children. Satan, the "father of the lie" so happy.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Hercster

We are all conditioned. George Orwell made me think. George Carlin helped me value critical
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thought. In Bill Hicks I found many truths. While Rockefeller and dozens others admitted what they

are up to. But they also correctly conclude that the herd is unable , or unwilling to comprehend

what is going on. Using the faux Covid pandemic for programming the herd, surprised me though.

The herd is afraid. While the elites surround them with ignorance and censor dissenting voices.  I

have always found knowledge to be the antidote for fear.

Globalist says we cannot eat meat, it is unsustainable. Bill Gates wants the world eating his plant

based foods. Instead of meat. Meat which could be farmed ecologically, morally,  and sustainably.

Today a food service announces no more beef due to ecological concerns. Beef farts, are the harm

to the planet while the mega amounts of methane coming out of the ice in Siberia is meaningless,

 while Gates has his own jet... The rich will eat meat. While we will eat bread. Our socio economic

paradigm will regress to just before the Magna Carta under the auspices of globalism by bankers.

When people ask me inappropriately, why I wont put on a mask? I tell them I have a medical

condition called ODD. Dull stupid animals.

Did you know that guoride is a mutagenic, geno toxic, EPA designated class 4 developmental neuro

toxin ? It affects I.Q. ( stupidity) and reduces thyroid function. (apathy) That is a matter of public

knowledge. While the EMPLOYEES of the EPA also tell us that guoride reduces I.Q. and damages

developing brains, and causes cancer, alongside other so called beneJts. And the bureaucracy lies

about it. And the sheep drink it.  60 years of anti science. Ask the average tool what a PCR machine

is. Or where the last 4 countries we bombed back to the stone age are on a map. They don't know(

stupidity) and they don't care ( apathy).  Fluoride was developed by the Na*is, and used to keep the

inmates calm before slaughter.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

jenniferny

Hercaster "Bill Gates wants the world eating his plant based foods." Bill Gates actually wants you

eating his Genetically ModiJed Plant Based Foods! BILL GATES NOW OWNS MORE FARMLAND IN

THE UNITED STATES THAN ANYONE ELSE!! BILL GATES IS FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF

HIS FATHER AND ADOLPH HITLER AND BELIEVES STRONGLY IN POPULATION CONTROL OF

WHAT HE BELIEVES ARE THE UNDESIRABLE PEOPLE, BILL GATES STRONGLY SUPPORTS
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EUGENICS. Bill Gates believes that Genetically ModiJed Foods and Vaccines will help accomplish

his goal of reducing the population of the people that he believes are undesirable by 10% - 15%,

which is why he has HEAVILY invested in both of those industries!!!

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

Cabochon

Although I received copies of Dr M’s book a week ago from Blackwell’s, there is another arriving today

from Amazon and the digital version will be sent on May 6th.  Dr M personally expressed his

appreciation on the comments page of our efforts to distribute the truth via his book which is the least

we can do in return for his fearless determination to keep the world up to date with the corporate and

technocrat global agenda which aims to destroy both our health and our freedom. The old argument

about keeping politics separate from either traditional or natural medicine seems obsessively quaint

now that we have Jrst hand experience of the intimate collaboration between the two. In fact, the

prominent Jgures in the natural health world who ignore the whole plandemic in their efforts

presumably to maintain favour with both sides are the ones I despise most  - you cannot with integrity

remain silent about the  neo-Na-zi eugenist philosophy once more gaining ascendance.  I wonder what

happened to the event promoted yesterday on mercola.com.  Having stayed up til 1 a.m. UK time to

watch it,  the link provided did not work or was perhaps censored,  but hopefully a recording was made.

rokJn.com/organicconsumers

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

sio6474

I got on after one hour, there were technical issues prevented access for many.  Not sure if there

will be a recording!

Posted On 04/29/2021
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rrealrose

Made it until 11:30pm. New York time. Interesting perspectives discussed; I agree, we can start to

feel change coming.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

MoMac46

Cabochon -  I ordered Dr Mercola's book today so hopefully will arrive soon. I am grateful to Dr

Mercola for his articles I have read over the years when I Jrst became a subscriber, they were a

great health beneJt full of good advice when bringing up my family. The video in today's article just

reiterates what both Dr.M & RFKjr. have been informing us over the year, along with many others of

like minds through the kindness of all the posters on this site making the video links available.

Thanks to all of you posters I have gained even more information

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Cabochon

Have now received the recording of the tribunal event on his co-author’s website.  There are many

contributors including Dr M himself and Professor Dolores Cahill. My Amazon copy of “The Truth”

arrived today and it will be a back up copy until the digital version arrives. Don’t forget to review it

on Amazon as our reviews should generate even more sales and help open the eyes of the

doubtful, the uninformed and the brainwashed. The point of ordering from Amazon, remember, is

not to Jll Bezos’ bank account but to raise the proJle of the book and to reach a much wider,

international audience. Yes, MoMac, we have all beneJted greatly over the years from an unbiased

body of knowledge and research studies made available to us free of charge. I was Jrst introduced

to the site by a UK therapist several years ago when I worked in the health food retail industry.  If Dr
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M were a British citizen, he would surely have been knighted by now.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

pie2634

The ''Plandemic'' would end very rapidly if the People in USA, werent the cretins they are. It is now quite

evident that institutions like The Rockerfeller Foundation, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the

CDC, the Atlantic Counsel, the Darpa Pentagon, the CFR, the Trilateral Commission,the FDA, the CDC,

and the WHO and their european and asian criminals against humanity associates,  are all part of the

conspiracy to enslave humanity and CULL US !!!!!! It is worse that even George Orwell or Aldous Huxley

ever imagined in their ''science Jction'' novels. Both authors knew very well who rules the World.

These monsters will indeed have to rounded up, arrested and tried like the eugenicist german fascists

 were in Nurenburg. I would say today that people like Bill Gates and Dr Mengele Fauci and the

eugenicist psychopath multi billionaires backing them, are hundreds of times far worse than Hitler,

Stalin or Mao because they are now targeting the whole of humanity, not just a speciJc group of

people. The vaccines are clearly not vaccines. They are already acting as bio weapons. The UN should

be renamed Universal *** because that is who from the start backed the UN, eugenist pro Hitler  like

David Rockerfeller, truly a satanist that merely saw us all as farm animals, worse as bugs ! His maleJc

spirit still dominates the world. The main philosophy behind globalism is satanism.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

mrrobb

Yes Pie2634........90% the earths people OBEY!!!  all they Know is what they have been TOLD TO

KNOW... Governments or TV 'News"  or Internet 'News" screams   'JUMP'!!!!!!  and the mindless

people  say "How High???"  most Americans are so polluted with 'guoride minds' or so freaked out

over TV News....they can't think...and Critical Thinking is Not Allowed in most schools and

Universities...IF people would take the time to Critically analyze this entire past several months of
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 "news' about the COVID-19 scam  they could have seen thru the smoke n  mirrors

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Rovatec

I agree 100%.  We are in a war in the western world trusting and believing our politicians,

governments and public health.   When do they start suffering casualties?   Write your local or state

police depts and ask them to charge the politicians and public health people with Charter of Rights

and Freedoms (Canada) or Constitutional violations?   They are breaking the law and need to be

held accountable.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Lakhana13

At Jrst I didn't think much about who was behind this as I knew most of the players. As the

minutias have become clearer, I have thought quite differently about this. I do not believe humans

were capable to carry this out - Soros, Gates, Rothchilds etc.....are taking orders from some other

"one(s)" whom I have come to believe to be "the nameless one" ie a "Satan" if you will. Without

getting all religious, I honestly believe there is a being, or beings, much "smarter" than humans that

set this in motion decades ago, working with/through humans. Whether as described in the bible,

an "alien" or "inter dimensional", humans could not have created the Jner details for this to be

achieved. "The Greatest trick Satan ever pulled against humanity is to convince them he doesn't

exist." And so it is, the sheeple may never know who is pulling their strings. "Fear is a motivator;

Fear of Death is the Greatest Manipulator" ~ me

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rrealrose
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Why is it Intl Bankers are not included in most lists, funding most of these actions.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

That's why the Holocaust analogies break down. Either volunteer to be a guinea pig for Mengele. Or

go to a concentration/death camp. We are our own prisoners and jailers. The 1% barely do

anything. Except pose and lie on TV.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Lakhana, a lot of these alleged safety precautions are not just worthless. They are linked to occult

rituals. Especially Satanism. Those black masks many wear--especially in Congress--are just like

those worn by witches and sold online for that purpose. You can look them up on Amazon even if

you don't use it to buy. Keeping exactly 6 feet apart at all times. 666 Sequestering is a spiritual

practice for many religions. But for Christians it is to concentrate on God alone. Not because our

fellow men are diseased and must be shunned. I was surprised to Jnd even the elaborate hand

washing rituals are found in occult ceremonies. And they've deceived many Christians into doing

this without knowing. Very wrong. And Christian worship must be stopped of course. No singing of

hymns. The devil hates praising God with song. Banning communion or the assembly except

passive viewing on a screen.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Hercster
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Rothschild has always been at the top of the scum slick.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

steelj

Lakhana13, that's an interesting idea.  I've never been a religious person, always wondered how a

smart person could be a devout believer although I know some are.  After all, if you are an

American Christian for example (and I think Christianity is a damn good religion compared to

most), what do you think you'd believe if you were born into a Hindu family in India?  In other words,

people's religious beliefs are determined by what they are told by those around them, not by any

objective reality.  But, there does seem to be some profound spirituality around us well beyond our

understanding.  I think there are quite a few very weird things going on that make your explanation

quite plausible.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

And Tavistock ?? Erasmus & fam, the Huxley's, good old Galton & Crowley weren't cretins? Blame

America for THAT? Great Britain went from the empire upon which the sun never set to socialist

nightmare in what? 50 years after reneging on promises to Israel & leaving the Authorized for the

perverted re-romanized RV? The US only enjoyed the immense liberty it did due to the blessing of

God as the last bastion of liberty & the only nation to ever escape the Babylonian Romish European

order entirely since that 4th century 'deal'.  Madison didn't believe the Bill of Rights was necessary,

& if it were not for good old faithful Patrick Henry, John Leland, General Washington & John Gano

and nameless others who stood against elitist corporatism in the spirit of that old King James

which peaked Great Britain's greatness before the old powers & spirit subsumed it yet again, like

that Jrst constitutional convention: we would never have had it.
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 Those pilgrim Christians trusting the Book & the God who preserved & restored it to the masses

from the elitists' tender suppressive & manipulative crafted care were never a majority, even here,

but the salt & light they pointed men to was not puny self & Man, or the cosmos, but transcendent

God Almighty, Christ the living Word...Creator, Saviour & Judge/King.  He will not bless a nation

become as in the days of Noe and Lot, & men can blame who they like, but a good look in the

mirror of God's word would be informative not only in that regard, but also as to what is going on in

the world with the deceiving and being deceived, & where it is going.  The whole world is going to

wonder after the Beast & very few will come to their senses after he who now letteth is removed, &

that consequential judgment kicks into overdrive.  Barring the sort of revival marked by repentance

& changed lives regecting humility, holiness & stalwart independence under God Jghting

governmental overreach: these are just the beginning of sorrows.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

333mary

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny and others

 rumble.com/vg3ik5-4.23.21-interview-with-dr-sherry-tenpenny-and-dr.-p-..

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

dav9654

Africa has a signiJcant amount of land mass where mosquitos transmit malaria.  The people routinely

use hydroxy or chlorine dioxide as a prophylactic against malaria, thus are also protected from covid.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions
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And Tanzania's John Magufuli who embarrassed the WHO by having goats and papaya test

swabbed, & sent in under people's names,  pronounced to be 'covid positive'....suddenly died.  What

a surprise.  Funny how neither 'side' wants to talk about or look at that too closely.

Anyways, it's not just Africa where they routinely use quinine or hydroxlchloraquine, sold over the

counter & handed out like candy to missionaries & other folks traveling to malaria prone

countries.....and not everyone who names the name knows the person it applies to.  Remember

reports were coming out of India, too, early on about HCQ, and even a swiftly squelched

sequencing map of the virus to boot.   Guess whoever retracted didn't want to be Scalia-ed,

Kaczynski-ed, Birch-ed, Larry McDonald-ed, McKinley'ed, Lincoln'ed, JFK'ed, Magufuli'd etc.   The

day of reckoning is coming.  All men & women of goodwill must do what they can, but all men are

fallible & ultimately God who is not deceived will have the Jnal say when his long-suffering comes

to an end, the last whosoever will soul entered in, & the worst time this wicked old world will ever

see commences: so far it's been precisely as foretold & there's not much sign of the only thing that

could stay it for a season.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

333mary

TEST SWABS--tested. One more of many

www.nutritruth.org/single-post/analysis-of-test-sticks-from-surface-te..

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rogerdavidcook

I have just downloaded Dr Levys book. It’s very good, but I was a bit disappointed how little attention he

gives to vitamin D3. This is a game changer IMHO. Dr Cole ran a great video on D3. He explains that: If

you have >50ng/mol D3 in your blood you will NOT DIE FROM THE CYTOKINE STORM.  This removes

the fear factor from covid for me. www.youtube.com/watch   I’m amazed this has not been removed
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from YouTube! Make a personal copy, not a link.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

333mary

Great video.All who havenot seen yet, must. Thank you

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Cabochon

Good contribution to exposing the plandemic agenda, roger. As Dr Cole explains, governments are

in bed with big Pharma which is the point of my own post today.  Listen to his answer to an

audience question about spike proteins and the placenta.  Another effective method of population

control?  You cannot have informed consent when even the makers of mRNA injections do not

know the potential effects. I have passed on the link to many.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

sio6474

Fantastic information from Dr. Cole, so glad I watched this!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

BigXetch
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9 11 was designed to erode constitutional established freedom, and equally if not more importantly  it

demonstrated to leaders reluctant to come in line, how easy it is to disintegrate buildings...Many talk of

collapse.. just another distraction. They DID NOT collapse  they DISINTEGRATED.  Even Bobby and Dr.

Mercola  seemed to miss that part.....

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

A great book by Ty Bollinger that sheds light on many "conspiracy theories". So many people in the

world Jnd it hard to believe in the evil men are not only capable of but tend to ignore. What did

Stalin and Lenin do, what did Hitler do, what did Pol pot do what did Mao do, what did Idi Amin do?

The list goes on and on.

www.amazon.co.uk/Monumental-Medical-Mainstream-Multitude-Manufactured/..

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Kevin131

Controlled demolition, with added JDAMs dropped from a B2 bomber out of Whiteman AFB under

Nat guard Cheney, to mimic plane strikes, to be overlaid with CNG graphics on the news, building

seven was delayed, because Mossad was still pinching hard drives of evidence and Intel to steal,

they were even caught wheeling their shopping cart of hard drives out of the building by a

by-stander, *** did that video ever die fast from the YouTube record...

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

BigXetch
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Icon and Kevin, Please repeat after me " when the dust died down , what should have ben 25 to 30

storeys of mangled steel and conc. was just a couple of storeys of rubble" Now look at the photos

and vids of 9 12. to conJrm Together there  was almost a kilometer building. THEY DID NOT

COLLAPSE.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Glastian

Biggetch, typical demolition jobs!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

BigXetch

Glastonbury,

One of DR Ms "go to" whistleblowers is Catherine Fittz who spells out the whole agenda

INCLUDING the understanding that those in control, control space weapons.

9 11...Starting to make sense?

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

I don't know if DEW was used to take down the towers or not....but I do know it exists,& that they

were saying to 'pull it' concerning Building Seven while it was still standing, that the conspiracy

didn't begin w/ Bush, that they were sure in a big hurry to clean up& cart away the evidence,& that

the reams of legislation in the Patriot Act weren't written on the spot or in a few days.They had
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their Dark Winter tabletop in 2001, & the last truly free & independent Pilgrim church & school that

wasn't just controlled opposition was seized in the waning days of 2001 when they carried Pastor

Greg Dixon out on a stretcher in protest, author of The Trail of Blood Revisited.  James Beller also

understood these things& died of 'cancer'.  Kent Hovind went to prison for depositing ministry

funds a few dollars under the trigger amount for bank reporting of 'structuring' which was

supposed to stop cartel & drug-running money laundering, while the alphabet-soup dark op

trahcking suffered not a hiccup; &the younger Hovind was handled by the club& made to 'see the

light'.  Rather like the Pope following the poisoned Clement did....&as those hirelings did turning in

Hovind because his Abel to their Cain stuck in their craw. Interestingly, cults& cultists seemed to

have free access to him by phone, though he was so often in solitary& moved in 'diesel therapy'

that his own family was out of contact w/ him & unsure of his whereabouts most of the years of his

incarceration.  I don't know how he was moved back toward Rome's preferred Augustinian

nicolaitan & corporatist position & eschatology, & given that groupie handler.....but I know it wasn't

the Jrst or only time such were 'handled'. The dumbing down& demoralization strategy here isn't

new, & in the world at large that craft & play & spirit goes WAAAAAAY  back.  Fat lot of good it's

going to do them in the end. Tey're not doing anything that wasn't foretold: fulJlling what they deny

in spite of themselves.  One day we'll know.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

BigXetch

Fundamental... Clean up and cart away..???. I give up !!! No dumbing down btw. Such " fortold"

events are to expand the prevailing consciousness of the day.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

Krofter

RFK Jr's vocabulary and language is sharper than a double edged sword, cutting through all the bull to

get to the core of matters.  I'd love to see him debate Antony Fauci.  Sadly, Fauci has not taken up RFK
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Jr's offer to debate - likely because he knows he would be run through a shredding machine.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Fauci never actually debates. He rubs his hands, demurs, hems and haws, says things that sound

as though they should make sense but don't if analyzed...leading the lazy, stupid viewer to assume

he's profound. "The Expert says things that can't be made sense of because SCIENCE. Fauci's the

Expert though. He said wear 2 masks. Suits me."

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

There is only one thing sharper than a double-edged sword & with all due respect to RFK Jr. ....he

might be a Jesuit, or tapped by the dialectitions & masters for the next phase of the 'evolution',  but

he ain't this & even if he tries to do right counter to it or out of harmony & subjection to it: it's just

antichrist delusion & vanity.  Hebrews 4:12  For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper

than any twoedged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints

and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

The only real pandemic (Covid shouldn't qualify.) is the government going full blown totalitarian. That's

the scary thing. But few besides me realize it. I'd rather die from this gloriJed pneumonia than live in

the hell on earth the technocrats have prepared for us.
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ColdTurkey

I received my copy of Dr. Mercola's book last Sunday, April 25, from Amazon. Am in  the process of

digesting all this most valuable information now. The foreward by Robert Kennedy, as I wrote before, is

by itself worth the price. I can't thank Dr. Mercola enough for all his great articles these dozen or so

years I have subscribed. I'm at  an age, 84,  where most people's health are in a state of decline, I

remain (knock on wood) in excellent health. Thank you, Dr. Mercola a thousand times!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

missmonty

coldturkey, good for you my friend! I am 74 and feel better than I ever have. I do not plan on dying

until the good Lord calls my name and then I will depart gladly. But I still have a lot of Jght in me

for God, America and my Freedom. blessings.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ColdTurkey

missmonty:  Great to hear. A positive attitude means everything. That and following Dr. Mercola's

advice is a winning combination. No doubt! I hope you make it to 100 plus in good health all the

way.  All the best!

Posted On 04/29/2021
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sro3350

I tried to buy a nebulizer online, but  a prescription is needed to do so. Any suggestions for those of us

who do not have a PCP?

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

MiketheAngel

Tons of them on amazon.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Try something less medical and more innocuous sounding.  Amazon has TruNeb, but the also have

listings for 'Portable Compressor Machine for Adult and Child Daily Use - with full kits'....that might

get through.  The club we're not part of gatters itself that what they do to us for our own good is

'just' because they leave an out for those 'smart enough to Jgure it out'.  They Jgure they need

skilled labor to do for them what they won't, & that they can deceive the majority with their craft &

kill anybody who gets too close to the whole truth anyways.  Wise as serpents, harmless as doves.

 It's getting harder, if not impossible to gy beneath their radar, but there's still a God in heaven.  He's

going to let them have their desire & delusion, and he's far from the proud & their vain imaginations,

but He's also just & merciful, long-suffering & has a soft spot for the humble & the little people.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

mrrobb
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YES  Earthlings......80% of you Bought this BIG LIE.....swallowed it down 'Hook Line n Sinker'...... Now

 within a couple of years.....the real END will occur.....the actual' Culling of Humans'.........yes ........5G

 will be the Final slaughtering tool... There are millions of 'Cell Phone Towers' worldwide..each has the

capability of killing any living thing within its beaming areas....THINK.....back in history Nichola Tesla

 Created a weapon .......and all the plans were distrubited worldwide to many different countries

leaders..and using the UN as a cover  all these segmented plans have been gather together...years

ago..to reassemble these plans  ...now WE...the People.....will pay .. allowing the earths corrupt

governments to cull off billions of unneeded  or un wanted  useless feeders ...and what better way???

RF Poisoning has the same effect as this hoax covid19...shortness of breath , feaver, etc etc...

Eventually...billions will have the same problem....shortness of breath ,headaches  bone problems

cau8sed by RF Poisoning.....But it gets really  nasty as ArtiJcial Intelligence take control of

5G...millions of cell phone towers , 5G  will start culling sections of earth....using unlimited power and

unknown frequencies to decimate billions of people. And this is 'THE Perfect  Culling Tool"   no bombs ,

no wars destruction, no military tanks or bombings  ...just a few billion bodies  ....so some military will

be needed to "clean up the mess'   dispose of billions of bodies... This is where giant Blenders/ would

be handy...liquify the bodies  and feed the Jsh.... Damn Ill buy  more Stock in "Oster" as they make

blenders.....enjoy the day..... From The Oldeman on my Mountain

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

mrrobb

AND....Notice in RFK movie  the Jrst thing shown is a 5G cell phone tower...at the very

beginning....these are the things that will eventually will literally "Fry" you and your family......

 Somethings Burning, and it Ain't Love....2025 =2+2+5=9...

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

333mary
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STAY AWAY ----- Many videos.  Dr. Larry P. , Christine Northrup,  others

www.truthunmasked.org/p/stay-away.html?m=1&fbclid=IwAR32RtGqZIUeeQ..

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

wil7144

"The natural defence systems of those who have been vaccinated are being suppressed because the

speciJc antibodies which have been produced by the vaccine just take over. And these speciJc

antibodies, the ones produced by the vaccines, are permanent. They are there for ever within the

bodies of the vaccinated. The disastrous result is that the natural immune systems of the tens or

hundreds of millions who are having the vaccines are being effectively destroyed."

vernoncoleman.org/videos/covid-19-vaccines-are-weapons-mass-destructio..

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

moi70988

Received my copy of your book.  Thank you Dr Mercola.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

chaz1475

How do you nebulizer hydrogen peroxide safely?

Posted On 04/30/2021
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nicole.lippold

Can someone provide data on the number of deaths per year being the same for 2020 as it was in

2019? I did a quick google search and am only Jnding increases. Thank you!

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

MB1AZ13

Get conversation between two of the most authentic voices that promote truth and dialog not narrative.

Question to ponder: if it's true that African countries have 1/100th to 1/300th covid deaths compared

to the 1st World countries, could it be Sunday Sunday? For those of you who aren't familiar with Sunday

Sunday, it is a standard practice to prevent malaria (a virus) for the populous where malaria is prevalent

to take 2 HDC (hydroxychloroquine) every Sunday, hence "Sunday Sunday." Trump was right, again.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

vdobill

Bill Henry Gates?

His father was totally population control?

Bill=Be ill?

Henry=SI Unit Measurement of Electrical Induction (of Humans in this case?)(RF of atmosphere after

5G, then 6G?)

Gates=Gates of Hell? Gates of Hertz?

What is the probability?
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Posted On 04/30/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

5G is just the beginning of their 'vision'.  They're already thinking ahead to 10G.  That old Babylon,

the Harlot, rides a beast with ten horns.  What are the odds?  5 is the number of death, and 10 of

dominion:  they're going to get it, but it won't last long & the real king is coming back to judge those

who destroy the earth & refuse to love the truth in the end.  The Jrst white horse rider is like a pope,

full of blasphemy & bearing the names of blasphemy, but directing armies from behind as one

clean & sanctiJed, like the Pharisees, Sadduccees & Herodians of old Jesus called out as whited

sepulchres full of corruption& dead men's bones: he will lead & direct having a bow without arrows,

like Augustine who Jrst used the Romish armies of Constantine against the brethren, & all of that

spirit since. And let us not forget the Romish banking system which predated the Christian era &

used ingation & debt to their own ultimate collapse.  Boadicea's rebellion was over those forced,

entrapping loans, some held by the famous Seneca, as much as the insults against her family &

nation....pagan versus pagan, & Rome's victory there was short-lived, Diocletian's reforms

insuhcient & powerless to stop what folly had been unleashed & the end of God's long-suffering

with that 4th kingdom, at least in that manifestation of it.  But that last white horse rider who

comes, the one whose name is Truth, and who will be called the Faithful and True, and make war in

judgment with righteousness, Jghting with the sword of his mouth.....he will put down that most

subtle who comes masquerading in his name no less!

Almost forgot the link:  www.ncta.com/.../introducing-10g

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

Jump4Speed

Dr. Mercola, I love what you are doing for this world!

Posted On 04/30/2021
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Natenal

This will end when people are fed up enough at which point something "new" will 'suddenly happen'.

There are zillions of things to be afraid of and fomenting fear is what our guv'mint does.

Here, in America, that looks like possible war with Russia (not China though, our politicians and

corporations are too closely linked with China) or simply a "race war" fomented by leftists here at

home.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

chantalt

Where could we buy a nebulizer? I would deJnitely order from you Dr Mercola!

THANK YOU SO MUCH !!! We love you :)

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

jenniferny

Dr Mercola does not sell them. I ordered mine from Amazon I ordered the one that Dr Mercola

recommended: Trek S Battery Operated Piston Compressor with AC and DC Adapters

smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B07CJQ6QCT/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o09_..   Along with Viva

Doria Hydrogen Peroxide 12 Percent Aqueous Solution - Food Grade, 16 Fl Oz

smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B087481DMN/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o08_..  

and Replacement Parts Kit Accessories for Adults and Kids, the face mask

smile.amazon.com/Replacement-Parts-Accessories-Adults-Kids/dp/B08FGT9Q..
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Posted On 04/30/2021

 

Hercster

So glad the Doc gave me access to NVIC knowledge about covid,  to replace my ignorance. I will also

read his book,  learn the science, and then I will buy a bull horn and try to herd the sheep into the

opposite direction of fear.  Knowledge. I also know how I will legally refuse the vaccine, because I now

know how  they work, and how they can kill me. Knowledge is power.  I highly recommend that you

avail your self to all of the videos possible. The doc has linked to this NVIC 2020 vaccine conference.

This particular video speaks to the vaccine types. How they work. What are some concerns. 50 or so

videos in total.  So much knowledge. So little time. So many sheep.

www.bitchute.com/.../lEi6zsmZVA17

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Astrocomical

Yes, well known hypothesis that apparently is TRUE.  Yell Jre, Jre, then when everybody is out of their

minds you raid their homes. Very egregious of them.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Auri0704

I use HP as it is recommend in the book Rapid Virus Recovery and I get very sick.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions
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We used it here with great success, and so did everyone else we recommended it to.  Following

Brownstein's recommendations, & Dr. Mercola's both in dilution strength, with & without iodine.  Do

not know if Rapid Virus Recovery recommended the same dilution, but the wrong strength will

cause frothing, making it more dihcult to breathe, and using something other than saline

pre-mixed or mixed in proper ratio is uncomfortable & will cause problems, too.  The protocol used

properly works well.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

chuxtuff

I personally won't do any business with Amazon (IF I have a choice) so I'll have to Jnd another source

for Dr. Mercola's book. Seems like some kind of fool's errand to be ordering a book that the book seller

(anti-capitalist Amazon who's part of the "Big Tech problem"...) would rather CENSOR then sell. I think I

would rather have a link to order it right through this website because and after all I'm already here!!!

Piss on Amazon...

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Order through his publisher:  Chelsea Green.  That's what we did, along with being impressed with

much of what they publish & another order that was Jlled promptly & professionally.  Just received

one of their new releases, today, and looking forward to Dr. Mercola's book for ourselves & to give

out to others.  You pray & hope with goodwill, & do what you can, but men won't even receive the

gift of God's salvation 100% which comes with the caveats: according to the scriptures & warning

that there will always be those who refuse to love the truth that they might be saved.  Tragic, but

true.  Many beat death from illness & various maladies, but it's appointed every man to die & the

the judgment.  Even those Christ & the Apostles raised from the dead in signs & wonders marking

the great change in terms of salvation with the Jrst fulJllment & turning to the other sheepfold for
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a second harvest still died in the end.  Not wanting to do business with Amazon either, or Walmart,

but in today's interconnected world, that is next to impossible & many of the small businesses are

changing hands & run from behind the scenes by the same hidden hand.  We do what we can, trust

God for the rest, and for the strength to stand when that's all that can be done: as the three Hebrew

children, Daniel and all the faithful martyrs down through the ages West and East testifying to the

truth who gave their all in faith.  This life is but a vapour & a trial, and even this heavens & earth will

pass away, but the word of God will never pass away & eternity is long.  Any 'victory' that crowd

achieves is short-lived.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

Hercster

Order # Placed on  Friday, March 26, 2021  Your new estimated delivery date is: Monday, May 3, 2021 -

Wednesday, May 5, 2021        The Truth About COVID-19: Exposing The Great Reset, Lockdowns,

Vaccine Passports, and the New Normal        Sold by Amazon.com.ca, Inc. Damn straight.  Truth

gucking hurts, and Mercola has the truth to share, and I plan on sharing with the sheep, like it or not. “If

liberty means anything at all, it means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear.”  George

Orwell

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Too bad Orwell didn't heed his own advice, but turned from the convicting truth he did not want to

hear, going on to handle truth very selectively for the club! His fornication dream for uniting the

world in a skewed & corrupted 'truth' sure took root, but then all he really achieved was fulJlling the

truth he denied!  All we like sheep have gone astray.  Which shepherd one chooses to follow as the

Lord & bishop of their souls is what makes all the difference in the end.  If you want straight, you

need that old non-copyrighted Authorized English the world unites in hatred against & the God &

Spirit that preserves it thanks to no man.     Nobody picks on the per-versions that make the 'gods'
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money with each new 'conscious evolution' of it, or works to divert the masses from them with all

the intensity of damned Hell & not straight...lol.  There's a reason for that.  There has always been

the stoick and the epicurean amongst the pagans & the pagan-corrupted Jew or Christian, and the

mark of both is impurity, haughty elitism, & hypocrisy selectively handling the truth: inventing

relativism when at their most desperate.  

George Orwell, Keep the Aspidistra Flying (1936):  Not everyone regarded birth control as a boon.

In Keep the Aspidistra Flying, George Orwell puts a screed against contraception in his

protagonist’s mouth. On the verge of having sex, Rosemary stops because her lover Gordon

refuses to use a condom. “This birth control business!” he lectures her, “it’s just another way they

[capitalists] have found out of bullying us.” He goes on to speak about the “estranging shield,” a

phrase Orwell takes from his poem “St. Andrew’s Day, 1935,” which some critics suggest is the Jrst

reference to a condom  in English poetry.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

DaveEboy

Great reading / listening etc, we are Jnding out slowly just what we have been dumped into. Here in the

UK, I visit the richplanet.net website, highly recommended. They have  a great 30 long listing of their

"Scandemic videos". Watch especially shows 705: Event 201, show 726, Ramola D and show 711, Dr

Reiner Füllmich. www.richplanet.net/richp_guest_menu.php?person=20

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

CoconutLady

have pre-ordered my copy...just waiting for it to arrive...I love everything you both teach us....

Posted On 04/29/2021
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AnnAnn

I've seen from comments to previous articles that some people have already received their copy of

Mercola's new book (Truth abt Covid).  I ordered two copies in March by clicking on Mercola's "Order

Here" button, which took me to amazon.com, so I actually ordered them from amazon.  First told they

would be shipped in April, few weeks later got revised date of May, now got revised date of June 15-24!

 Does anyone know what's going on?  Has this happened to anyone else?

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rrealrose

Consider cancelling your initial order, then re-order directly.

Book is marked in stock and available online!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

dav9654

I got mine a few days ago here in socal.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ExposeThem

You can believe it is a business plan or that it’s about the money but it is not. Money on its face has no

intrinsic value except what the controllers assign it. No one attempts genocide, thereby, eliminating all
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producers and consumers when it’s about money. Wealth is in the earth not Jat currency. Life is in the

earth and what the earth produces. A small group wants the earth to themselves. Period. We are so

deceived by the false religion of Christianity that we believe that we should love our enemies when

nothing is further from the truth. Freedom is won by strength not by loving your enemies. The world

has spiraled out of control since Christianity was forced upon it under penalty of death by the Harlot

churches. Herein lies the beginning of this conspiracy. The church killed all those with the truth through

endless wars and inquisitions. Persecuting the truth out is existence.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ryantisha

You speak of FALSE religion, whom Jesus called "hippocrites, blind guides, and vipers". Whom he

will soon destroy, and that is the vast majority. Your comment show s how evil they are, to cause

that kind of response.  The Bible calls false religion " Babylon  the Great" a great harlot who

mingled with world rulers. Yes they are in the middle of the death and destruction.  www.jw.org

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

JanetMar

Religions were created to control people.  I dare those who follow religions to dig intensively into

the origins of your religion, who wrote your holy books, the origins of your holy books.  Question

the dihcult passages.  Why just submit to "we don't know all the answers, my god's ways are a

mystery (think genocide of non-believers).  Why JWs do you think they discourage you from

reading any discrediting articles about your religion?  You should be encouraged to so that you can

prove what you believe.  Seeking truth will take you where you do not plan on going, unless of

course you are not really seeking truth.

Posted On 04/30/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

The truth is in a Book not written or preserved of men.  One of the names of the Lord who oversees

that, & who is transcendent, Creator, Saviour & Lord: holy, holy, holy as man created in his image is

body, soul & spirit...but fallen & corruptible, not sinless & needing salvation....is the Word.  The dna

is the cell of every living, carbon-based creature evidences his power, existence & truth...even in

this fallen.  Look to him, not fallible men, to save your eternal soul & make you whole, immune to

the second death, and with the seal of the inheritance of the Son that will transcend this dying, and

ultimately go into the new heavens and earth when this one is dissolved & replaced by the one who

created it & by whom it consists.  You misplace both your anger & hatred, & your hope, but God is

near the humble & far from the proud, & he will guide & save those who come seeking him in spirit

& truth: guiding them to all truth, and freedom from the fear of death & tyrannies of men & devils, &

their cultic hierarchies.  All of them.  Go to the word of God & Jnd the one that all proud men reject,

dare to compare it with any scripture or truth claim out there....and you will know when you Jnd it.

 Most don't want the truth, but only what puffs their pride & justiJes their pet sins & favored idols.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

Jim_Bo

I had posted this earlier on Tuesday but decided to post it again since it is now "on topic".  I have just

received Dr. Mercola's book "The Truth About Covid-19". It is a superlative classic that I believe will be

treasured in history.

Thank you Top Posters.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

jdarnall64
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We should all be thankful for people like Dr Mercola and others that have held fast to Jnding the truth

and getting out to we the people who are hanging on. Support DrMercola as he is being attacked by

these big techs and those that hate America as a free nation. In fact, there is no other nation that has a

Constitution  like we do. That's why so many want to be here. Thank Joseph Mercola ,MD. and support

his website and his great natural products too.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

KathyRyan_

I pre-ordered, Dr. Mercola's book, "The Truth About Covid" and have read the Jrst 25 pages.  It is an

injustice that Dr. Mercola's and Robert Kennedy, Jr's comments regarding Covid are being censored;

while the American public are being played for fools by Big Tech and the Pharmaceutical industry.

 People are the only ones who can control their own your fear...stop allowing these large Oligarchs to

dictate to you  by introducing nothing but fear into your life.  Of course, I don't want to leave out the

person who is trying to play God in this misery...Bill Gates.  I believe in the end, the real God will have

his say and Bill Gates and his advocates, Politicians, Big Tech and Big Pharma will be the ones on the

defensive.  If you enjoy your freedom, support both Robert Kennedy and Dr. Mercola's efforts in Jghting

'totalitarianism, and enjoy an informative read... buy 'The Truth About Covid".

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Ronybegoode

I see that you push buyers to buy Mercola's COVID book from Amazon so that high presales will push it

up the Best Sellers list.  In the interview it is mentioned that Amazon has ordered 100,000 copies.  Let's

hope that Amazon, conjuction with other sellers, does not do what it has done to censor other books:

buying them up to keep them from the public by no delivering them.

Posted On 04/29/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

Indeed.  And as many old books were going out of print due to the centralization of publishing &

danger of the truth to the proud & the covetous....they ingated the prices of what remained to

ridiculous levels as folks waking up were seeking them to preserve & pass on their testimony to

whosoever will.  A vexation indeed!  The tactic of luring folks to fund their own demise so very like

its manifestation in other areas!  The dumbing down & demoralization strategy didn't begin with

Amazon, nor of manipulating congict not only within nations but individuals own souls, but it sure

is connected to & carries on that old spirit & tactic.  Chelsea Green doesn't share my faith, judging

by the tenor of the works there & what entity gets the glory, but they are certainly closer to the truth

that sets men free than the powers behind Amazon.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

connierod

Sio, yes, we need to help support Dr. Mercolas work and we can do that by writing a review. In this

instance, it’s worth using the beast to further all of our efforts.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Ronybegoode

Please make a transcription of this great conversation so we can send copies to our family and friends.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

1Peace
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Understanding where a person is at in their perceptions helps in  how to peel back the layers of veils of

knowing is important to connecting and opening others to the truth.

www.proliberty.com/.../20011212.htm

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Ronybegoode

As always, some great information about health and what the elites do through their control of

politicians, of the pharmaceutical and medical industries and of the mass media.  Robert Kennedy Jr.

should be on the news everyday and not censored from the mass media and relegated to places that

do not get the the great majority of people.  The same goes for Dr. Mercola. I do not know what the

cause of Robert Kennedy Jr.'s health-breathing problem, but maybe Dr. Mercola and his team can help

him.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

CMT367

RFK Jr has a condition called "spastic dysphonia of the vocal cords" , NOT a breathing problem.

Medical science is not sure what causes it, nor are there any good treatments for the condition yet

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

elv2822

I am wondering where I get  , and what kind , of saline I buy for the nebulizer treatment.  Thanks so

much.
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Healthseeker_54

You want Normal saline, which is .9% sodium chloride. It can be found on Amazon, or you can

make your own with distilled water and sea salt. Dr. Mercola's recipe is 1 tsp salt in 1 pint of water.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

connierod

BTW, for those of us who ordered Dr. M’s book on Amazon - please write a review. This will help him get

the word out. This is so important as people read the reviews before making up their minds to order.

There will deJnitely be some trolls out there, but if there enough great reviews to out number them it

will move his book out into the wider audience.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

AnnAnn

But have others gotten their copies from Amazon?  I pre-ordered two copies in March, and am now

told the will be delivered June 15-24!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

davetruman55gmail.com

I understand your urging people to order the  book through Amazon, but don't you think it is somehow

ironic, when you're discussing strategies for overcoming the Great Reset?
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

connierod

Yes, but unfortunately, it s the best way to reach more sheeples ( i mean people).

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

missmonty

Thank you Dr. Mercola. I was able to watch the discussion last night at 8pm. It was wonderful and we

need MORE of these to pull us all together quickly. Also, I have JUST found out that I received your

book through Audible. I can not wait to listen to it. thank you and Blessings.  vivi Montgomery

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

BillBradyKdy76

www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/frontiers-pulls-special-covid-19-is..

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rrealrose

You are looking at money talking!

Gonna need to Jnd it, just yesterday found a detailed business article on new drugs (as in pills)

being developed and in trials now by PJzer and one other pharma company, to treat covid-19. A
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visible barrier to repurposing effective but older solutions; positioning has cost so many lives its

not funny. The US FDA has been captured by Big Pharma, no secret it has played a big role; and

continues to harp on blocking use of any older alternatives. If I said this once, maybe 5 or 6 times:

Dr. Scott Gottlieb, a former FDA commissioner, and was regularly on tv, has been on the Board of

Directors of PJzer for some time now...proJts over people again and again.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

daisy99

Take a look at what is happening in Canada right now Toronto sun April 29th 2021 with dangerous Bill

C-10 the most anti-internet government in Canadian history angles for full censorship powers over the

web

BASIC DICTATORSHIP

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rrealrose

Chinese CCP party would approve, as this is one of the tecniques used in China to restrain open

opinions against their govt.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

dreampie

Congratulations, Dr. Mercola! I can’t wait for your book to get to me here in BC, Canada. Keep up the

incredible inspiring work you do!
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Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Sunshine955

I had to buy the one Dr M recommended from the States as in Canada we need a prescription for a

nebulizer. Thanks to the Good Doctor and for all your comments. I really appreciate you all and have

become so much more informed by your posts. I found UK Column news a few weeks back through a

post here and Jnd this very interesting. All my family in the UK are probably injected by now, so far my

husband is “on the fence”. Best of wishes to all from Metro Vancouver.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

BessieCGY

Hi Sunshine955 - You don't need a prescription for a nebulizer in Canada. I just bought a Pari Vios

nebulizer from Cpap Depot. Had to buy an adult mask because it just came with a mouthpiece.

cpapdepot.ca/product/pari-vios-aerosol-delivery-system-w-lc-sprint-adu..  I also bought a MedPro

Sonair (handheld one) from Amazon.ca some time ago. However, Dr. Mercola stated that the

handheld ultrasonics aren't powerful enough. Hope you Jnd something suitable.Cheers.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

wallguy

If the teachings of Tao, becomes that "Great Reset"!  I shall be openly in great delight!  But I am

doubtful that the "New Deal" or whatever, has any of these teachings on any agenda. Slaves cannot

own real property.  We are enslaved to a debt system, are we not?                     Lao Tzu  wrote long

ago.... “The more prohibitions you have, the less virtuous people will be. The more weapons you have,

the less secure people will be. The more subsidies you have, the less self-reliant people will be.

Therefore the Master says: I let go of the law, and people become more honest. I let go of economics,
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and people become more prosperous. I let go of religion, and people become more serene. I let go of

all desire for the common good, and the good becomes common as grass.” " Tao philosophy "  Lao Tzu

(probably) died in the 6th Century BC

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

sio6474

Words of wisdom, refreshing!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Kevin131

Good video, nice interview. Still though, Fauci didn't develop a weaponized virus in Wuhan, they

developed a weaponized vaccine. 5G is causing the illness in people, not a virome, that's the

conspiracy theory for people who don't trust the media and drink bat soup Kool aid for breakfast like

the brainwashed masses. Unless the 5G is destroyed, it will continue to be ratcheted up in amplitude

untill all the frogs in the pot are boiled, expect more 'cases' and another after another, lockdowns...the

UK government is already hiring Covid marshals for this June and July, the tyranny is just getting

started, and the vaccinated, walking biogenic weapons, will be killing babies with a sneak, and dying a

horrible death themselves, next time they're designer immune response is set off by the 5G, they're

immune system will attack their bodies. You think what's happening now is bad, wait for the bodies to

start to piling up during the next Sun spot cycle, it's going to apocalyptic, worse than the movies,

because the people in the movies, always seam to be able to Jnd food. This 'reset' is going to be more

of a complete extinction event, the globalists were hoping to keep 500 million as transhuman,

nanodevice controlled slaves, they'll be lucky if even 10 million survive.

Posted On 04/29/2021
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Leahoz

Hi Posters, there was some time ago, Socrates', Plato, or Cicero (cant quote this, sorry) said that,

(forgive me please) there  were thinkers/doers/followers.  Today, 5% of populations can THINK, 10%

think they can think, and sometimes do, and 85% would rather DIE than think.....this 85% are the

enablers or order followers. We are in trouble. Dr Mercola, thank you for everything you post, I

personally need your health insight.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

gghamilton

It would not surprise me that there may be a coded name for this operation - "PANDA" - codeword

would have all the hallmarks of organized crime, contempt for those taken in by operation, a reference

to a competing cartel target, and a reference to method.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Longplay

Just read this in a new Front Line Doctors paper: " ... the Biden administration dedicated $48 billion in

its stimulus legislation to “implement a national, evidence-based strategy for testing, contact tracing,

surveillance, and mitigation with respect to SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19.” By means of comparison, the

National Intelligence Program budget, which includes the CIA and parts of the FBI, will spend about

$62 billion in the current year ..." This ought to frighten everyone. The funds for the medical

surveillance is essentially part of the Intel communities budget.  The programs have the same aim and

the same technology for privacy invasion and watching every move you make. None of it has to do with

health and none of it should be allowed in a republic of free citizens.

Posted On 04/29/2021
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deliaChar54

I would like to order Dr. Merciless book, but do not have a credit card. I pay all my bills using cash or

check. Please send me an order form by mail so I can order his new book about Covid. Thank you.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

World Headquarters Physical Address Chelsea Green Publishing, Inc. 85 North Main Street Suite

120 White River Junction, VT

5001 Contact Info Tel: 802.295.6300 Fax: 802.295.6444 Orders: 800.639.4099 Ohce Hours: 9am

– 5pm (EST) For any customer service question please e-mail

customerservice@chelseagreen.com or call 800-639-4099

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

Pumpnut

Could you get the Indians in India to use nebulised peroxide andvitD?

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

jenniferny

Sharing this article got me 30 days in Fakebook jail!! THE ONE SINGLE THING THAT FAKEBOOK DOES

WELL IS CENSORSHIP OF THE TRUTH TO PREVENT THE MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE FROM LEARNING

THE TRUTH ABOUT COVID, THE PLANDEMIC AND THE GREAT RESET, WHICH IS ALSO KNOWN AS
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BUILD BACK BETTER, THE NEW WORLD ORDER, AND NEO-FEUDALISM!!! ACCORDING TO THE WEF,

THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM,  YOU WILL OWN NOTHING AND YOU WILL BE HAPPY WHILE THE

OLIGARCHY OWNS AND CONTROLS EVERYTHING, INCLUDING EVERY ASPECT OF THE LIVES OF 99%

OF THE PEOPLE ON THE PLANET!!!!

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

smi7896

Wonder why we still have a voice on this site?  Did the technocrats somehow not notice us?  I'm not

kidding or being a troller... I really don't understand our continued freedom to hate this damn vaccine

crap!!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Dialectic.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

peplou

Everyone needs to hear this  

dcs.megaphone.fm/REP3237446652.mp3?key=ea0a3324fca0f601488e026d26731ab..

Posted On 04/29/2021
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Maranatha Today

www.youtube.com/watch  He's whistleblowing from within in Australia. He says he's a Christian and

wants people to be aware of how bad things are and how the wicked are planning their last stand.

Basically he's saying all politicians, leaders of the world, popes, kings, queens and celebrities and some

church leaders are satanists. Part of an international satanic cult. Freemasonry is their entry point and

the higher they go up, the more they "understand". Good is bad and bad is good. They tout freemasonry

as a "Christian" organization hence deceiving millions. They hate Jesus Christ. They have many

symbolisms, handshakes and hand signs, upside down  crosses and their clothing they use to

communicate to each other. 666 is their number.

Probably anyone we've ever seen on TV, movies or in the music industry or arts is part of this cult. They

are all behind this New World Order being pushed on the masses and this is why we're seeing them try

to push the vax on people.He goes through some of their Satan Bible quotes. The 1 dollar bill shows a

lot of their symbolism too. From MM 43:45 lots of still pictures of some of the deceived. Pretty much

every Hollywood star has been initiated.  He goes through how they have been deceiving our children

with Disney. He talks about the company Lucis and how it was started to honor satan.

He said modern day churches cannot preach from the book of Revelation - Jgures! 1/3rd or 33% of the

angels fell with satan...hence 33 degree Freemasonry. He says it's a sex cult, hence the apron they

wear. Start watching from MM2:42 where hen explains this in horrible graphic details...not vulgarly but

detailed!  He talks about the obelisks all over the world as one of their signs.He said nature is their

bible. He said if we hear he's dead it's because of what he's revealing from MM2:58 onwards because

we have seen a lot of the earlier stuff but not from that minute marker.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ryantisha

yep

Posted On 04/29/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

True, but not just the Masons.  All the hierarchical secret societies & orders & craft interconnect,

ultimately connecting back to Rome.  All Craft answers to Rome as even Blavatsky was forced to

acknowledge...and serve, just look at their Parliaments of Religion & spiritism in concordat with

Rome, including the hierarchy of Israel BTW, though not all the people, as it is with many nations

who've had access to the scriptures, the oracles of God.  The Lord Jesus Christ according to the

scriptures is the only way out to freedom indeed, & faith cometh of hearing, hearing of the word of

God.  Not the idol shepherd, the true shepherd; not ritual but reality & relationship. John 10;

Zechariah.   One must beware the Colossians 2 & Galatians traps, & 2 Corinthians 11, 1 John, 2

Peter & Jude also warning: 1 Timothy 4 with Exodus 32, Ezekiel 1&10, for those concerned over

Gates' no-meat, fake meat agenda, & of course Revelation 13-20 KJB.  For English speakers the

scriptures would be the Authorized English, nicknamed the King James Bible for propaganda &

craft purposes by the craft of clever versionists who fear its Holy Spirit, light, power, & consistency

internally & out proving true for all who dare pursue all truth & the Rock, not just bits & pieces of it,

the sand, idolatry clinging to pride which all truth decimates & does not gatter, bringing freedom

with salvation, dignity & assurance instead of gattery, manipulation & fear.   Christ who is Truth, the

Word, the Life and the Word....and so much more, is the head of all, those who trust in corruptible

men & self before God who is the creator & measure of all,  are not wise.  In Christ.  Christ died

around the age of 33 & with choice & temptation there is always a true & false application of

biblical numbers....as 5 for death & rapture in Genesis 5, and the connection with day 5, Romans 5

etc.  God bless.  We must know the Lord & that Book in these trying times of confusion, precisely

as he warned us it would be.

Posted On 04/30/2021

 

hmill230

I'm sad to see the Order Now link goes strictly to Amazon for purchase. I've been avoiding giving my

money to/helping Amazon. I will look for an alternative site to purchase from. I saw previously The

Truth About Covid 19 could be purchased from Chelsea Green Publishing as well so I'll see if I can still
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get it there.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

kimo84

Dr. Mercola need to explain to us what is happening in India now , the virus is taking Hundreds of

thousands of lives.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

BillBradyKdy76

Em, no isn’t.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Red_Corvair

What's happening in India now? I'm afraid it's just yet another formulaic version of "what happened

in Italy" in March 2020: misinformation, hysteria, propaganda and fearmongering by the usual

suspects of the mainstream media. First you've got to put their "news" about "the ravages of covid

in India" back into perspective: India alone is populated by about one sixth of the global population:

1,3 billion people!  Now you take the alarming news (designed as you should know by now to be so:

alarming) of about "hundreds of thousand covid deaths" and you compare it to the total population

Jgure: again, one coma three Billion people live in India.

Then you take into consideration that that Jgure of "covid death" is being fudged, like it happened

everywhere in the world, so it contains so many deaths which are to be attributed to serious

comorbidities (cancer, diabetes etc.)  and NOT to covid alone.
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That leaves you with just another "brilliant" piece of the usual covid propaganda. Even if, this time,

it should really terrify you even more as, dear Lord, "it is a new variant" !!! In fact, a "new variant" of

a virus' lethality is inversely proportionate to its transmissibility for the good reason that if it kills

its host, it won't pass to another one and will soon disappear from the map. But the whole "new

variant" mantra is of course nothing else than another step in the fearmongering propaganda.

Here's a link to Ivor Cummins explaining quite well "what's happening now in India".bShort Video on

India Situation: What does the Current Data Say?, by Ivor Cummins: On YouTube:

www.youtube.com/watch  (let's see how long it stands before being deleted...;) nThe same on

Odysee (as Google/GooTube has now started deleting Cummins' videos, even if he uses only

ohcial governmental data in his analyses):

odysee.com/@IvorCummins:f/short-video-on-india-situation-what-does:4

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

Leahoz

Kimo84, NO!  Dr Mercola does not need to do that, you need to your own research. Full stop.

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

ColdTurkey

Kimo84: If you want to know the why of what is happening in India now, watch this brief video.

Indians suffer primarily from a huge vitamin D deJciency. www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

yww1122
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Good morning

I'm so disappointed that you're using Amazon. I broke with them a few months ago. I will try

somewhere else. It would have been nice to have more than one option on this website. Love you

articles

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

sio6474

I hate to support them, however, I think in this instance using Amazon is actually a good thing,

where people not normally exposed to Dr. Mercola will see his book!

Posted On 04/29/2021

 

rrealrose

In the pre-order form, at least 7 book outlets were listed, like Thrift Books, Books Galore, Barnes &

Noble, don't remember all - please use your noggin and go Jnd one that works for you!

Posted On 04/29/2021
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